GFL Bonusing

What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s GFL Bonusing apart?
Gaming Floor Live’s Bonusing module gives casinos the tools to customise their games, by providing
accurate data into additional side-bets and creating tailored jackpots to help keep players at tables.

Features & Benefits
Design custom event-based or mystery progressives with
jackpots spanning across various tables and game-types
Create multiple levels of jackpots
Customise the games: house edge, jackpot contributions etc.
(subject to local regulations)
Have game content locked-in, to comply with local regulatory
requirements.
Access data from anywhere in the world through the secure
web-based dashboard.
Modify bet sensor colours and animations
Monitor real-time reports for insight into table and player data
Available as just one module of the Gaming Floor Live System

How GFL Bonusing Helps

A wide range of jackpot types

GFL Bonusing gives casinos the tools to intelligently
customise their games — helping them to keep players
at the table and achieve the best hold possible. With this
module of the GFL platform, operators can create multiple
bespoke progressives and side bets for any table game,
monitor the success of them in real-time and, if necessary,
modify the game configurations instantly (subject to local
regulations).

GFL Bonusing presents casino operators with the option
to offer both mystery and event-based progressives and
jackpots. Event-based progressives and fixed value jackpots
are awarded as a result of a game-specific winning outcome,
such as a Royal Flush in Poker.

Increased Player Excitement & Attraction
Animated displays, bet sensors and floor-wide jackpots
attract and excite players. Already popular games are
instantly improved with large, accessible, prize pools that
drive more participation and ultimately revenue.

The system has the ability to add mystery jackpots that use
a random number generator (RNG) to select participating
player(s) as the winner(s). Operators can control the average
value and frequency of their mystery jackpots. This option
can be enabled or disabled depending on regional regulatory
restrictions.
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The mystery jackpot inspires buzz and attracts crowds with
its unique triggering sequence. As the RNG selects a winner,
the bet sensors on the table randomly illuminate, slowing
down until only the winner’s bet sensor is highlighted. This
dazzling feature builds floor-wide anticipation and player
excitement.

Operators can control jackpot contributions and output
triggers, among many other pre-defined options to enable
either large prizes with low hit frequency, more frequent
small prizes, or a mixture of both.

Dazzling Side Bet Technology

Regulation-Friendly Game Flexibility

Bet sensor colours and animations are completely
customisable with the GFL Bonusing module. Operators
can configure their bet sensors to pulsate, spin and sparkle
in any colour, simply by accessing their browser-based GFL
dashboard and changing a few configurable options.

The GFL Bonusing system offers a wide range of pre-defined
gaming options that can be altered to suit your unique casino
needs. By accessing the browser-based dashboard, operators can
change game wagers, house edges, jackpot contributions, jackpot
types, prize pool details and output triggers based on player
preferences and demographic.

Casinos can also modify event triggers that integrate with
table displays. For instance, bet sensors can illuminate to
match the colours of on-screen jackpots in order to indicate
which prize pool has been won by a participant.

Easy to Integrate
Integrating the GFL Bonusing module is fast and easy, since
very little hardware is needed in addition to the TIB configured
table. In order to add on the module, only bet sensors, a base
game and an e-FX™ table Display by TCSJOHNHUXLEY is
required. Other third-party displays may be used in place of an
e-FX™ Display, with the purchase of the GFL Interface module.
*Some bonusing games may be restricted
contrary to permitting jurisdictions*

The flexibility of the bonusing system allows game content
options to be locked, in order to comply with local regulatory
requirements. This feature maintains game security and integrity,
while also allowing casinos the freedom to quickly configure all
other game content. TCSJOHNHUXLEY offers consultations for
designing jackpots and configuring game content.

Real-Time Reporting
GFL Bonusing offers real-time, fixed reporting for insight into
table and player data. Operators can now view information
such as revenue per table (reconciliation reports), players per
table, revenue per dealer shift and payouts per dealer just by
accessing their easy-to-use browser-based GFL dashboard.

Let’s get technical
GFL Platform
(Pre-Required)

TIB
SIB
Dealer Console
Server with Core Software
Gaming Table

GFL Bonusing Module

Bet Sensors
e-FX™ Display
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